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World Wide Soccer Complex Rules 

 Any use of the facility must have prior written approval from World Wide Soccer, LLC. 

No unscheduled play, free play, or non-approved play is permitted.  

 No play or use is allowed without a facility license agreement, the proper insurance 

requirements, and signed waivers by players.  

 GOAL SAFETY – PLAYERS ARE NOT TO CLIMB, HANG FROM, OR MOVE 

GOALS OR NETS AT ANY TIME.  

 SPEED LIMIT – Drive safely, and adhere to the posted speed limit of 10 MPH. Driving 

on the fields is strictly prohibited. Any parent, player or spectator found driving on the 

fields will be immediately banned form the complex. (Golf carts are permitted to utilize 

the fields ONLY in the event of injured players/participants.) 

 RAIN-OUT – Stay off wet fields/areas. If the fields are excessively wet, they will be 

closed for practices and games to protect the fields and players. Please check the World 

Wide Soccer website for current information, www.worldwidesoccersa.com. Even if the 

fields are not closed, certain areas may remain too wet to use. Organize practices to avoid 

any soggy areas. Please be considerate. 

 The use of ladders, poles, hurdles and other SAQ (speed, agility, quickness) equipment is 

ONLY to be used on the sides of the fields, off the grass. Please help us to maintain the 

fields. SAQ equipment usually involves high impact movement on the fields which is 

damaging to the turf.    

 Run all practices in the ‘East-West’ orientation. The next most worn area of the field is 

the middle, so set up practices to run from touchline to touchline and stay out of the 

center circle. 

 Stakes used to secure tents must be 9 inches or smaller.  

 Goals, nets, flags or benches may not be moved at any time without written consent by 

World Wide Soccer. Goals are to remain staked at all times. 

 Warming up in goal mouths is prohibited. 

 Goalkeepers may not mark the goal posts by creating marks on the field. 

 Do not dig holes, tear up grass, disrupt landscaping, deface property or participate in any 

other activities that are destructive towards the facility. Any user found damaging the 

property may be immediately banned from the premises.   

 Clean up your trash. After all sessions make sure your teams place ALL trash in the trash 

cans provided.  

 Players/participants must clear the fields immediately following their scheduled usage.  

 The last team/club/organization at the facility is responsible for turning of the lights. 

Failure to do so will result in a $300 fine.  
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 Both entrance gates must be secured after the day’s usage. The last to leave is responsible 

for securing the entrances. Please make sure the lock is closed securely. Failure to do so 

will result in a $300 fine. 

 Signs and banners are prohibited, unless expressly approved by World Wide Soccer. 

Signs and banners may NOT be affixed to any gates or fences. Signs may be taped to 

selected areas only, but the sign and all adhesives must be removed after EACH session. 

Windwaivers are permitted.  

 Flyers and marketing materials of any kind are not permitted in the complex at any time. 

Flyers and marketing material is NOT to be placed on the windshields of vehicles without 

written consent by World Wide Soccer. 

 All vendors and sponsors must be approved in writing by World Wide Soccer. 

 All displays (such as vehicles, inflatable’s etc) must be approved in writing by World 

Wide Soccer. 

 The sale of any items, including food, drink, merchandise, etc, is strictly prohibited 

without expressed written consent by World Wide Soccer.  

 Grills, barbeques or anything involving a flame or fire is not permitted anywhere within 

the soccer complex without written consent by World Wide Soccer. 

 Jumping fences, defacing fences, deliberately kicking balls against fences and/or 

anchoring tents, flags etc to fences is strictly prohibited. 

 Fire arms and/or concealed weapons are prohibited at all times.  

 Drugs and alcohol are strictly prohibited within the complex.  

 Fighting, cursing, excessive spitting, loitering, and any other behavior deemed 

inappropriate are prohibited and are grounds for removal from the facility, or possible 

arrest.  

 World Wide Soccer and its affiliates reserve the right to deny entry into the facility 

and/or remove any person from the facility and at any time.  

 Smoking is prohibited within the complex.  

 Pets (unless guide dogs) are prohibited from the complex 

 Children under the age of 18 are not allowed at the facility without the supervision of a 

responsible adult.  

 Guests are prohibited from wearing any clothing displaying profane or offensive material. 

Guests wearing prohibited clothing may be denied entry into the facility until the profane 

or offensive material is no longer visible.  

 Shirts and shoes are always required when inside the facility. 

 World Wide Soccer management reserves the right to deny entry of any guest displaying 

inappropriate behavior, as determined by facility/event management. 

 World Wide Soccer reserves the right to change the rules at any time without notice. 



Code of Conduct 

All World Wide Soccer guests are expected to maintain reasonable and appropriate behavior at 

all times. Any behavior defying the code of conduct, as determined by facility management, can 

result in ejection and possible arrest. Guests who are ejected from the facility will not be 

compensated in any way. Inappropriate behavior includes, but is not limited to: 

 Drunk and/or disorderly conduct 

 Fighting or challenging others to fight 

 Interference with the event or participants of the event in any way 

 Throwing objects within the facility or onto the field is strictly prohibited. Guests found 

throwing any object within the facility will be ejected and subject to arrest 

 Using profanity and/or other offensive, racial, obscene, or abusive gestures or language 

toward or in reference to players, coaches, referees, fans, or staff members 

 Disturbing other guests’ enjoyment of the complex 

 Violating World Wide Soccer’s rules, regulations, or policies, as listed above 

 Violating any local, state, or federal laws  

 Infractions of above policies may result in actions up to and including ejection from the 

property and arrest.  

Prohibited Items 

World Wide Soccer is dedicated to providing a safe and secure environment at the complex. All 

persons entering the facility are subject to search and questioning. 

Items NOT permitted into the facility: 

 Weapons of any kind (i.e. knives, including pocket knives, pepper spray, stun-guns, 

slingshots, concealed weapons, firearms, etc.)  

 Fireworks of any kind (including smoke bombs and flares)  

 No glass or alcoholic beverages of any kind  

 Illegal drugs or chemicals  

 Animals (except service animals)  

 Un-approved pamphlets, handouts, advertisements, etc.  

 Skateboards, roller blades, roller skates, roller shoes, bicycles, etc. 

 Whistles 

 


